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ABSTRACT

The shape of InAs nanostructures formed by molecular beam epitaxy on a (001) InP substrate in the Stranski-Krastanow growth mode is
studied. A transition from wires to round-shaped islands is observed as a function of the amount of InAs deposited. It is attributed to the
non-equivalent energies of the A and B facets existing in zinc blende materials (facets along [1�10] and [110], respectively). This surface
energy anisotropy is considered to determine the nanostructure equilibrium shape from the balance between the elastic energy and the
surface energy. At low volumes, the most energetically favorable shape is the wire-like shape, while at high volumes, the equilibrium shape
is the island-like shape. The calculated sizes for which the shape changes are in good agreement with experimental sizes. The low lattice
mismatch and the low surface energy of (114)A InAs facets around 41meV/A2, as obtained from density functional theory calculations,
enhance this effect in the InAs/InP system.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5091058

Self-assembled InAs nanostructures (NSs) formed by Stranski-
Krastanow (SK) growth mode on InP (001) substrates have
received renewed interest for 1.55 lm optical telecom devices.
Already, lasers,1 mode-locked lasers,2 and semiconductor optical
amplifiers (SOA)3 have been achieved with improved performan-
ces (see the recent review in Ref. 4). In contrast with the InAs/
GaAs material system, the deposit of a few monolayers (ML)s of
InAs by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on InP(001) leads to the
formation and the undesirable coexistence of nanostructures pre-
senting various shapes, including wires, dashes and round-shaped
islands.5,6 Due to the importance of NS shape in device elabora-
tion,7 systematic studies have been conducted to control their
morphology, including As2 over As4 molecules during InAs depo-
sition,8 or the nature of the buffer layer (GaInAs, InP, and
AlInAs).9 Shape transitions from wires to islands were observed
with the amount of InAs deposited10 or the growth interruption
time.11 Most interpretations on shape changes are based on a large
indium adatom diffusion anisotropy and the low lattice mismatch
between InAs and InP (3.2%),9 but a complete picture of InAs NS
formation on InP (001) is lacking and the mechanisms which
govern their size and shape evolution are not yet fully understood.

In other materials systems such as Ge/Si(001) and InAs/GaAs
(001), the formation of NSs with various shapes has also been
reported.12 In particular, a shape change as a function of NS volume
from flat huts to sharper domes was observed.13 This shape transition
was explained by the energy balance between the elastic relaxation
allowed by the NS and the surface energy cost induced by facet forma-
tion. As the surface and elastic energies scale, respectively, with the
square and the cube of the island size,14 the NS shape for small struc-
tures is mainly controlled by the minimization of surface energy cost,
and for larger NSs by high strain relaxation allowed by taller and
sharper structures. However, the NS shape in these systems is isotropic
without elongation in a cristallographic direction, unlike it is observed
in the InAs/InP system.

In this paper, we present experimental evidence that a transition
from elongated structures to round-shaped islands occurs in the InAs/
InP (001) system with the increase of deposited InAs. To account for
this transition, we calculated the energy gain associated with the NS
formation as a function of the NS shape and volume. In contrast with
previously reported models, we consider different surface energies for
facets along [1�10] and [110] crystallographic directions (A and B fac-
ets, respectively). Indeed, in contrast with silicon and germanium,
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polar III–V compounds crystallize in a zinc blende structure, and
(11n)A and (11n)B crystallographic planes present different atomic
arrangements and thus different surface density energies. We esti-
mated surface energies from density functional theory (DFT) and the
elastic energy relaxation by the finite element method (FEM) in the
frame of anisotropic elasticity theory. We determined the NS equilib-
rium shape as a function of volume. The role of surface energy anisot-
ropy in the evolution from elongated to rounded NSs is thus discussed
in the case of moderate lattice mismatch existing in the InAs/InP
system (Da/a¼ 3.2%).

All samples were elaborated by gas source MBE. After oxide
desorption at 525 �C, the substrate temperature was reduced at 480 �C.
Then, a 0.3lm InP buffer layer was deposited, followed by a 100nm
thick Ga0.2In0.8As0.435P0.665 alloy layer, lattice matched with InP and
used to achieve optical confinement in InP-based devices. Lattice
matching condition of the quaternary alloy was checked by high reso-
lution X-ray diffraction. After a growth interrupt (GI) of 10 s under As
and P fluxes and of 5 s under an As flux, NS formation was initiated
on the GaInAsP surface by InAs deposition at 0.33 ML/s with an As
beam equivalent pressure of 0.9� 10�7Torr. During whole growth
runs, group V-rich surface reconstructions were observed. After NS
formation, a 30 s GI under As was performed at 480 �C, and then the
samples were cooled down quickly to room temperature. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) measurements were performed in contact mode.

Deposits of various amounts of InAs were examined by AFM
(Fig. 1). The structural characteristics of the NS are reported in Table
I. With the deposition of 2.1 ML of InAs, a value slightly higher than
the critical thickness for transition from the two-dimensional (2D)
mode to the 3D growth SK mode, structures elongated along [�110]
with a low height (<1nm) are observed. The spatial organization is
low with a large dispersion in the length and the width. The wires
obtained after 2.8 ML deposition present a better spatial organization,
a larger length (>180nm) and height (1 nm), while the size dispersion
is considerably reduced. The wires cover most of the surface. For 3 ML

deposition, a mix of wires and round-shaped islands are observed. At
the extremity of the wires, round-shaped islands are observed. For 3.5
ML, a drastic change in AFM images is observed. Only round-shaped
islands are obtained, with a low density. Thus, as the deposited InAs
amount increases, a change from wire-shaped structures of low height
and elongated along [�110] to large and round-shaped islands with a
larger height is observed. This transition occurs around 3 ML with
dispersion from one sample to other ones, despite the same nominal
growth conditions. AFM scans perpendicular to facets reveal that the
facets parallel to [1�10] are systematically (114)A [at 19.6� inclination
to the (001) surface]. Facets along the [110] direction (B type) are con-
siderably less developed, with an angle around 18� at the end of the
wires and around 23� for large round-shaped islands. Similar results
were reported by other groups with typical lateral dimensions of wires
around 25–30nm along [110], 100 to 800nm along [�110] and height
around 1–3nm. The round-shaped islands are usually higher (5–8nm
typically).6 (114)A facets are repeatedly reported.15,16

To account for this transition, we propose to calculate the total
NS formation energy cost, considering surface energy anisotropy. The
NS is modeled as a wire of height (h) with a rectangular base of length
(L) and width (w) along the [1�10] and [110] directions, respectively
[Fig. 2(a)]. The NS facets parallel to [1�10] and [110] consist of (11m)A
and (11n)B crystallographic planes, respectively. The facet angles with
(001) planes are a and b, respectively, with a � b as experimentally
observed (i.e., m� n). The island shape is fully characterized by the
dimensionless elongation and truncation ratios, e and t, respectively,
defined by

e ¼ L
w

and t ¼ 1� 2h
w tan a

t scales from 0 (untruncated NS) to 1 (fully truncated NS i.e., 2D mor-
phology); e> 1 means an elongation along [1�10], while e< 1 means
an elongation along [110].

The total energy cost for NS formation relative to a 2D layer of
same volume V is the sum of a bulk strain relaxation contribution EV
and a surface term ES.

14 The gain of the bulk elastic energy EV due to
the SK growth mode is

EV ¼ �R e2D V ; (1)

e2D ¼ C11 þ C12 � 2
C2
12

C11

� �
e2; (2)

where e2D is the volume density of the elastic energy of a 2D strained
layer with an in-plane strain e (e��Da/a). For InAs, the elastic coeffi-
cients C11, C12, and C44 are 84.4, 46.4, and 39.6GPa, respectively.17 R
is the relaxation factor depending on the NS geometry. It can be
numerically calculated by FEM.18 It is null for a 2D strained layer that

FIG. 1. 1 lm � 1 lm AFM images after the deposition of 2.1 ML (a), 2.8 ML (b), 3
ML (c), and 3.5 ML (d) of InAs.

TABLE I. Structural characteristics of InAs nanostructures, as deduced from AFM
measurements.

Thickness 2.1ML 2.8ML 3ML 3.5ML

Type Mix Wire Wire þ island Island
Height (nm) 0.5–1 1–1.2 2.6 9.2
Width (nm) 30 10 35 65
Length (nm) 100 >180 >140 65
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corresponds here to the truncation ratio t¼ 1. For a given a and b, R
increases as t decreases and/or the elongation ratio e gets closer to
tan //tanb. R is maximal when e ¼ tan //tanb and t¼ 0 (the steep-
est nontruncated NS).

In the SK growth mode, the cost of surface energy ES for NS
formation compared to the 2D layer depends on the contact area
(S¼ Lw) between the NS and the wetting layer, the areas of the
(11m)A, (11n)B and top (001) facets (SA, SB, and S(001), respectively)
and their respective surface energy densities c(11m)A, c(11n)B, and c(001)

ES ¼ c 11mð ÞA SA þ c 11nð ÞB SBþ c 001ð Þ S 001ð Þ � S
� �

: (3)

It is convenient to introduce the effective surface energy density cS
defined by ES¼ cS S. It comes from Eq. (3)

cS ¼
1� t
e

eþ t � 1ð Þ tan a
2 tan b

� �
c 11mð ÞA
cos / � c 001ð Þ

� �

þ 1� t2

e
tan a
2 tan b

c 11nð ÞB
cosb

� c 001ð Þ

� �
: (4)

The stability of the (001) surface (in the absence of the strain relaxa-
tion effect) against (11m)A and (11n)B faceting requires that c(11m)A/
cos a and c(11n)B/cos b are larger than c(001).

The surface energy density of stable InAs (001) surfaces was esti-
mated from DFT by several groups.19–21 For the b2(2� 4) reconstruc-
tion, it varies from 44meV/A2 (As-rich conditions) to 51meV/A2

(Ga-rich conditions), while for the stoichiometric a2(2� 4) one, it is
close to 48meV/A2. Here, we arbitrarily consider an intermediate
value of 47meV/A2. For A facets, we consider a¼ 19.5� from the
experimental observations of (114)A facets. The InAs (114)A surface
energy calculations or measurements are lacking. A model of the stable
stoichiometric a2(2� 1) reconstruction was proposed for the GaAs
(114)A surface.22 Using DFT as implemented in the SIESTA package,
we calculated the surface energy of an InAs (114)A surface, a2(2� 1)
reconstructed. Calculation details were already described elsewhere.23

A c(114)A of 41 (65) meV/A2 was obtained. This low value agrees with
the high stability of the (114)A InAs surfaces observed experimen-
tally.24 Nevertheless, it could lead to an instability of the (001) InAs
surface which is not observed experimentally. In the following, we
chose c(114)A¼ 44.5meV/A2, within the accuracy range of the DFT
result, but preserving the stability of InAs(001).

For facets parallel to [110] directions, there are no evidence in the
literature for the existence of stable (11n)B surfaces with a high n
index. The (111)B InAs surface is a stable surface and its energy c(111)B
calculated by DFT is about 1 to 1.15 times of c(001) in the As-rich range
of variation of the As chemical potential.21 Given the experimental
observations, we consider here facets with b ¼ 19.4� corresponding to
(114)B and a surface energy density intermediate between those of
(001) and (111)B.

The balance of energy can thus be written as a function of the NS
volume V

E ¼ ES þ EV ¼ cS S� R e2D V¼ cS e k
�2=3
V V2=3 � R e2D V; (5)

where kV ¼
V
w3
¼ 3e 1� t2ð Þ � 1þ 2 t3 � 3 t2ð Þ tan a

tanb

� �
tan a
12

:

(6)

R is displayed in Fig. 2(b) for the shapes defined by e � tan //
tanb (i.e., e� 1 here) and 1 < t� 0. First, we report in Fig. 2(c) the
energy density E/V, for a particular NS volume, of 100 nm3. A c(114)B
of 49.0meV/A2 is considered. For the truncation ratio t¼ 1 (2D
morphology), the balance of energy is null. For t fixed lower than 1,
E/V decreases as the shape evolves from very long wires (large e) to
shorter ones (small e). There is a truncation ratio (t¼ 0.81 here), above
which the NSs are too flat to be more stable than the 2D morphology.
For more truncated NSs (t< 0.81), the efficiency of the elastic relaxa-
tion can overcome the surface contribution, so that the balance of
energy can be negative. These behaviors are the same as for isotropic
surface energy (i.e., if c(114)A and c(114)B had been equal). However,
unlike it would happen with isotropic surface energy, here the mini-
mum value of E/V does not correspond to isotropic islands but to
wires with e varying from 45 for t¼ 0.9 to 20 for t¼ 0. E/V increases
again as e gets closer to 1, which can be attributed to the increasing
role of the B facets in ES. Considering the anisotropic surface energy,
the equilibrium shape is thus a compromise between wire-like shapes
(favored by the anisotropic surface energy) and island-like shapes
(favored by the elastic relaxation). For the small 100 nm3 volume, the
equilibrium shape is e¼ 24 and t¼ 0.154 [red dot in Fig. 2(c)], corre-
sponding to a 0.6 nm-high, 87 nm-long and 3.7 nm-wide wire.

FIG. 2. (a) Scheme of the modeled NS and definitions of the aspect ratios t and e,
describing, respectively, the NS truncation and elongation. (b) Relaxation factor cal-
culated by FEM as a function of t and e for a¼b¼ 19.5�. (c) Energy per volume
unit as a function of e and t for a particular volume V¼ 100 nm3, and surface ener-
gies of 47.0, 44.5, and 49.0 meV/A2 for (001), (114)A and (114)B facets, respec-
tively (a¼b¼ 19.5�). The red dot indicates the minimum energy, achieved with
e¼ 24 and t¼ 0.15.
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Then, we determined numerically eES and tES the elongation and
truncation ratios of the equilibrium shape as a function of the NS vol-
ume. They are displayed in Fig. 3 for c(114)B values of 49.0 and
54.0meV/A2. At low volumes, the equilibrium shape is an elongated
truncated structure. As V increases, the truncation progressively disap-
pears [Fig. 3(a)] and the elongation slowly decreases [Fig. 3(b)]. While
the truncation disappears fully, the elongation ratio collapses and after
a transitory regime, islands are achieved (here, with eES around 3).
Further evolution with increasing V is a slow reduction of eES towards
1. For both c(114)B values, same trends are observed. However, the

lower the c(114)B value, the lower the volume where the transition
occurs, and the smoother the transition becomes.

These trends can be interpreted by the change in the surface and
strain contributions with volume. At the early growth stage, the strain
energy is small, and the surface energy plays a key role. As seen in Fig.
2(c), the most stable shapes are elongated and partially truncated
wires, conciliating moderate elastic relaxation and small surface cost,
thanks to the predominance of A facets. In a large volume limit, the
equilibrium shape corresponds to structures allowing high strain relax-
ation, i.e., more isotropic full pyramids rather than elongated wires.
Figures 3(c) and 3(d) display the relaxation factor RES and the effective
surface energy cS

ES corresponding to the equilibrium shape as a func-
tion of the volume. The change from the surface driven to strain
driven regime is highlighted by the abrupt change in the slope of RES

and cS
ES.
The height, the width and the length of NS equilibrium shapes

(hES, wES, and LES, respectively) are then reported in Fig. 4. The sizes
calculated before and after the shape transition are close to the experi-
mental data (Table I) for wires and islands, respectively. Indeed, for
c(114)B of 54.0meV/A2, the NS sizes drastically change from hES

¼ 5nm, wES¼ 28nm, and LES¼ 450nm to hES¼ 9nm, wES¼ 54nm
and LES¼ 155nm, while the volume only changes from 32 000nm3 to
35 000nm3, corresponding, respectively, to the end of the surface
driven regime and the beginning of the strain driven regime. For
c(114)B of 49.0meV/A2, the transition is smoother and occurs at about
2500nm3 (hES¼ 3nm, wES¼ 17nm and LES¼ 100 nm).

Complementary calculations were performed considering (111)B
(b¼ 54.7�) instead of (114)B facets and c(111)B between 50 and
56meV/A2. A clear transition (not shown) from elongated truncated
structures to more isotropic and untruncated islands also occurs, with
same orders of magnitude of height and width at the transition as with
(114)B facets.

Finally, since the gain of elastic energy EV scales with (Da/a)2

[from Eq. (2)], a higher mismatch leads to an island-like regime at

FIG. 3. Equilibrium shape as a function of the NS volume V, determined for
a¼b¼ 19.5�, c(001)¼ 47.0meV/A2, c(114)A¼ 44.5meV/A2, c(114)B¼ 49.0meV/A2

and 54meV/A2 (blue and red lines, respectively). (a) Truncation ratio tES. (b)
Elongation ratio eES. (c) Relaxation factor RES. The dashed line corresponds to the
limit (0.294 from FEM) achieved for e¼ 1 and t¼ 0. (d) Effective surface energy den-
sity cS

ES. The dashed lines are the limits calculated for e¼ 1 and t¼ 0 [from Eq. (4)].

FIG. 4. Height hES, length LES, and width wES of the equilibrium shape as a function
of the NS volume V, determined for a¼b¼ 19.5�, c(001)¼ 47.0 meV/A2, c(114)A
¼ 44.5 meV/A2, c(114)B¼ 49.0 meV/A2 and 54meV/A2 (blue and red lines, respec-
tively). The drawn equilibrium shapes are for c(114)B¼ 54 meV/A2.
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smaller volumes than found here in the InAs/InP moderate mismatch
system. In particular, our model predicts an island-like regime at small
NS volumes in the InAs/GaAs system, as observed experimentally. As
an illustration, with the same small volume (100nm3) and surface
energies as in Fig. 2(c), the 7.2% misfit of the InAs/GaAs system leads
to an untruncated island-like equilibrium shape (tES¼ 0; eES¼ 1.8)
corresponding to a 1.6 nm-high, 16 nm-long and 9nm-wide island.
Conversely, reducing the lattice mismatch (that can occur, for
instance, by intermixing between InAs and the preceding alloy buffer
layer) should favor the wire-like regime.

In a combined work comprising AFM measurements of the InAs
NS grown by MBE and calculations of the NS thermodynamic stabil-
ity, we provide evidence for a shape transition in InAs/InP (001) mate-
rial system islanding. As InAs NS facets are non-equivalent along the
[110] and [�110] directions, at low volumes the anisotropy of the sur-
face energy drives the formation of particular crystal facets, and thus
elongated structures are energetically favorable. This mechanism is
favored by the existence of a very stable surface (114)A (from DFT, we
found the surface energy of its a2(2� 1) reconstruction around
41meV/A2) and by the low lattice mismatch in the InAs/InP system
(3.2%), which enhances the surface effects compared to systems with a
higher mismatch (as in InAs/GaAs). For higher NS volumes, a more
isotropic shape is found to be preferable due to more efficient strain
relaxation. The NS sizes for which our model predicts this shape trans-
formation (from 3–5nm to 8–10nm in height and from 20–30nm to
60–70 in width) are in very good agreement with experiments. It
shows that despite the relatively high growth rate used, at any stage of
the size island evolution, the island shape is close to that minimizing
the balance between surface and elastic energies, i.e., the equilibrium
shape for this volume. To go further, STM analysis of facet structures
and their changes with kinetic factors (growth rate, arsenic pressure,
and substrate temperature) is required.
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